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ENERGY POLICY
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Earlier this year, Massachusetts took a major step by
enacting the Next Generation Roadmap bill, which
charts the path for climate commitments from today
through to 2050. Now comes the important work of
making sure that we satisfy these ambitious and
necessary commitments.
First, we need to establish an equally bold target for
clean energy that will set the pace for equitable and
just progress across all sectors, including distributed
generation, large-scale renewables, clean
transportation, and efficient buildings in the pursuit
of an inclusive, net-zero emissions economy.
The Northeast Clean Energy Council’s (NECEC)
Policy Priorities outlined below will create jobs,
modernize our major energy systems, reduce energy
consumption and costs, and help us attain the
ambitious emissions reductions needed to meet the
most up-to-date climate goals. In addition, NECEC
believes that the Commonwealth has an opportunity
to partner with the Federal Government on clean
energy resources and infrastructure.
We are pleased to present our 2021 Massachusetts
policy priorities.
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NECEC'S 2021 MASSACHUSETTS

CLEAN ENERGY POLICY PRIORITIES
Accelerate the decarbonization of electric supply, transportation, and heating
The electric sector has made the most progress on decarbonization, but even this progress is not
sufficient to ensure we meet our 2050 commitments. And, as we begin to decarbonize and electrify
our transportation and buildings sector, clean electricity becomes ever more important. Thus, we
support a commitment to 100% clean electricity by 2030. While the transportation and heating
sectors lag behind the electric sector in decarbonization, each must begin catching up to keep our
economy-wide trajectory to net-zero by 2050. We similarly support a commitment to 100% clean
transportation and heating by 2045. These sector-specific commitments will provide a more detailed
vision for decarbonization in the Commonwealth.
Support: H.3288, S.2136. To transition to 100% clean electricity by 2030 and 100% clean
transportation and heating by 2045.

Center Equity and Environmental Justice
We are pleased that the Next Generation Roadmap bill included the Environmental Justice language
supported by EJ advocates. We need to build upon this language to ensure that equity and
Environmental Justice are woven into each of our policies. Considering the totality of the impact of
each of the supported bills and how those can be enhanced to improve equitable outcomes will
ensure that our transition to a clean energy economy benefits all communities. Clean energy can
produce tangible benefits for Environmental Justice communities, including jobs, health benefits, and
local economic investment.

Drive the Commonwealth’s Innovation Leadership
With its rich talent, institutions of higher learning, and entrepreneurial spirit, Massachusetts has a
huge advantage when it comes to driving the next chapter of clean energy innovation, in energy
storage, renewables, building technology and more. Fully realizing this requires enduring commitment
from the public sector. The Massachusetts Clean Energy Center is the lynchpin in accelerating private
sector innovation and bringing public resources and partnership to bear. We must secure MassCEC’s
continued strength to ensure that the Commonwealth’s competitive advantage continues.
Support: H.3294. To solidify the role of the Massachusetts Clean Energy Center in driving climate and
clean energy innovation and market development.
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Pave the way to local power as part of a clean and resilient electric grid
Distributed energy resources – solar, energy storage, energy efficiency, demand response, fuel cells,
and more – are remaking the way we produce, consume, and store electricity, and reshaping the
relationship between customers and the grid. For these resources to flourish, contribute to the
transformation to a clean, and resilient grid, and to be accessible to all, policy action is needed to
remove serious impediments to progress, such as widespread interconnection challenges and
increasing pressures on siting and land use. Action is also needed to build upon the provisions of the
Next Generation Roadmap bill to close the loophole for small projects and ensure public projects are
granted the same treatment as private projects.
Support: S.2180, HD.3075. To establish future solar programs that deliver benefits to all customer
populations and achieve our clean energy and climate targets.
Support: H.3313. To codify interconnection standards to ensure reasonable costs and timelines for
utilities to interconnect distributed resources.
Support: H.3319, S.2169: To ensure net metering policies evolve with customer needs, restore the
ACP and incentivize net-zero houses.
Support: H.2164. To expedite and modernize the solar and energy storage permitting process.
Support: S.2134, H.3283. To eliminate arbitrary geographic barriers, reducing project development
costs and providing everyone in Massachusetts equal access to community solar.
The Legislature should also monitor the implementation of the SMART solar program, DG
Interconnection, Land Use, Grid Modernization efforts, and the Clean Peak Standard. In part due to
increasing complexity, the industry has seen increasing challenges in these programs and processes,
which risks impeding development and delaying our progress towards meeting climate commitments.

Bolster commitments to large-scale renewable and energy storage procurement
With neighboring states announcing substantial commitments to procure Class I renewable
resources, Massachusetts must double down on its efforts to maintain its status as a leader in
offshore wind and other large-scale resources. Solidifying the commitments to bulk-scale resources
will ensure industry confidence and cultivate greater competition for quality projects and bids over
both the near and long-term. Large-scale renewables are poised to deliver a wide array of benefits,
ranging from cost reductions and winter reliability to in-state and in-region jobs and port
infrastructure upgrades. Expansion of this job market will put Massachusetts residents back to work
in creating a cleaner and more sustainable future.
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What’s more, results from recent Class I renewable RFPs around the region demonstrate substantial
opportunities for offshore wind, onshore wind and solar, and other forms of large-scale renewable
investment. Electricity cost reductions made possible by renewable procurements will contribute to
economic recovery and ease the energy burdens residents face. Additional competitive
procurements, both individually and in conjunction with other states, will allow Massachusetts
ratepayers to tap into those cost-effective resources and create longer term certainty for this
segment of the clean energy economy.
Support: S.2153, H.3301. To allow municipalities to procure renewable energy on behalf of their
communities.
Support: S.2155, H.3314. To conduct a procurement for large-scale energy storage capacity.

Kick-start clean transportation with critical near- and long-term policies
With successes in greenhouse gas (GHG) emission reductions in the electric sector, the
transportation sector now stands as the sector with the largest GHG emissions. Massachusetts
should advance policies to drive progress at the state and regional level in the adoption of zeroemission vehicles (ZEVs) and other modes of clean transportation. Clean transportation policies for
Massachusetts and the region can spur the economy, create new jobs and a new sector of the clean
economy, improve public health, reduce carbon emissions, and improve the aging and inefficient
transportation system. As commuters transition back to work in an office-space, we should be
promoting low-carbon, cost-effective options for transportation. On a regional level, we urge
legislators to support the Transportation and Climate Initiative (TCI) and begin considering how to
leverage TCI funds to deepen transportation emissions reductions. On the state level,
complementary action is needed to accelerate adoption of battery electric and fuel cell vehicles in
private and public fleets, including actions to reduce the cost of vehicle ownership, facilitate the
deployment of charging infrastructure, promote smart charging to improve the efficiency of the
electric grid, and educate consumers and automobile dealers about available clean transportation
options.
Support: S.1832, H.3044. To provide a sales tax exemption for Zero Emission Vehicles.
Support: H.3255 and S.2139. To transition public fleets to electric vehicles and Lead by Example.
Support: H.3347 and S.2151. To advance EV priorities, including low-income EV rebates, MOR-EV
rebates, and more.
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Strengthen energy efficiency investments and address building sector emissions
Energy efficiency remains the most cost-effective option for reducing emissions. Increased focus on
electrification increases the importance of energy efficiency and continuing to evolve the programs
to tackle hard-to-reach segments or innovative strategies to benefit the Commonwealth. The most
recent draft Three-Year Energy Efficiency Plan recognizes the need to continue our push for
innovation in energy efficiency markets. Relatedly, building sector emissions that fall outside the
purview of energy efficiency must be reduced by electrification of heating and cooling systems,
including promoting new technologies and strategies, such as heat pumps, geothermal energy,
HVAC load reduction (HLR), low-carbon materials, fuel cells, induction stoves and more. Lastly, the
Legislature should monitor the implantation of the net-zero building codes required by the Climate
Roadmap Bill passed earlier this year to ensure timely adoption.

For more information about NECEC's 2021 Massachusetts Clean Energy Priorities,
please contact:
Peter Rothstein, President; prothstein@necec.org, (617) 500-9991
Dan Bosley, Government Relations Executive; dbosley@necec.org, (413) 884-4100
Jeremy McDiarmid, Vice President, Policy and Government Affairs;
jmcdiarmid@necec.org, (617) 429-0677
Sean Burke, Policy Associate, sburke@necec.org, (978) 846-0269
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NECEC'S POLICY TEAM
Peter Rothstein is the President of NECEC. Previously, Peter was part of the Flagship Ventures team
and founder of Allegro Strategy, a consultant, advisor and interim executive with early-stage cleantech
start-ups. Peter has been in early-stage deal or executive roles with several cleantech companies,
including Mascoma, Planar Energy Devices, Ze-gen, Novomer, Boston-Power, and Mechanology. He is
actively involved in a range of leading cleantech and entrepreneurial organizations, including the
National Renewable Energy Lab’s VC Advisory Board, catalyst to MIT Deshpande Center solar and
energy storage MIT projects. He serves as a Board member to Cleantech Open. prothstein@necec.org.

Jeremy McDiarmid is NECEC Vice President, Policy & Government Affairs and leads NECEC's policy
and government affairs team. Prior to joining NECEC, he served as Commercial Business Development
Manager at SunBug Solar. Before joining SunBug, Jeremy advised Acadia Center on organizational and
operational priorities, having previously spent six years there as a Staff Attorney and then
Massachusetts Director. He also served three years as Senior Director for Innovation and Industry
Support at the Massachusetts Clean Energy Center, where he led and executed programs to advance
clean energy development within the Commonwealth. jmcdiarmid@necec.org.

Sean Burke is NECEC's Policy Associate. He works on NECEC’s policy team on a wide range of issues.
Prior to joining NECEC, Sean was the Senior Policy Analyst at PowerOptions, where he advocated on
members’ behalf at the regulatory and legislative level. Sean has also interned for Senator Elizabeth
Warren in constituent services. Sean holds a bachelor's degree in government from St. Lawrence
University. sburke@necec.org

Dan Bosley is NECEC’s Government Relations Executive. He served in the Massachusetts Legislature
for 24 years as the State Representative from the First Berkshire District. During his time as State
Representative, he served in several leadership positions, including chair of the Joint Committee on
Energy and as a member of the conference committee on budgeting. He is credited with several job
creation bills creating thousands of jobs across the Commonwealth as well as being the co-author of a
groundbreaking life science bill and electricity restructuring in Massachusetts. dbosley@necec.org.

Meggie Quackenbush is NECEC's Director of Communications. She previously served as deputy press
secretary to Massachusetts Attorney General Maura Healey and deputy director of communications at
MassDevelopment, Massachusetts' quasi-public economy development agency. She worked as a
freelance reporter writing for The Dorchester Reporter and Boston Business Journal, and started her
career at WGBH. Meggie holds a master's degree in journalism from Boston University and a bachelor's
degree from St. Lawrence University. mquackenbush@necec.org.

